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ABSTRACT
Deep learning has become the state-of-the-art method for predict-
ing protein secondary structure from only its amino acid residues
and sequence prole. Building upon these results, we propose to
combine a bi-directional recurrent neural network (biRNN) with
a conditional random eld (CRF), which we call the biRNN-CRF.
The biRNN-CRF may be seen as an improved alternative to an auto-
regressive uni-directional RNN where predictions are performed
sequentially conditioning on the prediction in the previous time-
step. The CRF is instead nearest neighbor-aware and models for the
joint distribution of the labels for all time-steps. We condition the
CRF on the output of biRNN, which learns a distributed represen-
tation based on the entire sequence. The biRNN-CRF is therefore
close to ideally suited for the secondary structure task because a
high degree of cross-talk between neighboring elements can be ex-
pected. We validate the model on several benchmark datasets. For
example, on CB513, a model with 1.7 million parameters, achieves a
Q8 accuracy of 69.4 for single model and 70.9 for ensemble, which
to our knowledge is state-of-the-art. 1
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Supervised learning by clas-
sication; Neural networks; Batch learning;
KEYWORDS
Secondary protein structure; Recurrent Neural Network; Condi-
tional Random Field
1 INTRODUCTION
Current approaches to predict secondary protein structures, from
amino acid residues and sequence proles, use machine learn-
ing methods [14, 24]. Recently, articial neural network based
1Codebase available at: github.com/alrojo/biRNN-CRF
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methods [18] has emerged and received state of the art perfor-
mance [6, 19, 26, 29, 31]. These approaches have arisen as the chal-
lenge of annotating secondary protein structures is predictable from
conformations along the sequence of the amino acid and sequence
proles [29].
Recent methods propose using either; convolutions, which work
as xed-sized sliding windows, combined with variants of auto-
regressive models [6, 31], convolutions with a conditional random
eld (CRF) output layer [29], a bi-directional RNN [26] or convo-
lutions combined with a bi-directional RNN and multi-task learn-
ing [19].
Thus, previous work has had a tendency to either focus on in-
tegrating information over longer distances with a RNN or mod-
eling the sequence likelihood in secondary structures with auto-
regressive or CRF components. We propose to combine these meth-
ods in an end-to-end trainable articial neural network. A method
that learns to model temporal information along the entire protein
structure, using a bi-directional recurrent neural network (biRNN),
as well as inferring the most likely sequence of proteins, using a
conditional random eld (CRF). We argue that the biRNN part of the
model learns a hidden representation that integrates information
from formations along the sequence, and the CRF uses that repre-
sentation to model the joint distribution of the secondary structure
for all labels. Furthermore, by modeling the labels jointly rather
than independent conditioned on the hidden states of the biRNN
means that it will produce predictions closer to what is observed
in actual proteins. E.g. a prediction alpha-turn-alpha-turn will be
highly unlikely.
The recurrent neural network (RNN), as well as the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN), are modular architectures for spatial
feature extraction. Both these methods have proven the preferred
way for modelling sequences with deep learning methods [2, 11].
The RNN subjects the network to reuse its weights by recursively
applying them across a sequence, based on a prior that the input
domain will have a time dependency, e.g. along a series of words or
amino acids. Having only one set of parameters for every time-step
along the entire sequence lowers the parameter space signicantly,
as opposed to a standard feed forward network, which reduces
overtting. As the RNN applies the same weights repeatedly a xed
sequences length is not required. [11] Furthermore, modern RNNs
use gating mechanisms, such as the long-short term memory cell
(LSTM) [13] or the gated recurrent unit (GRU) [7, 9], to exhibit
an internal memory state. An internal memory state makes the
RNN capable of modeling dynamical temporal behavior over longer
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sequences and enabling the neural network to express long-term
dependencies.
When predicting a sequence of labels the probability of a transi-
tion between labels may depend not only on the current observation,
but also on past and future observations. The Conditional Random
Field (CRF) [17] allow us to incorporate transitions between labels
by modeling the joint probability of the entire sequence. The CRF
uses a transition between neighboring states to achieve such. As
each label becomes dependent on the transition of its neighbors,
so will the neighbors become dependent on the transition of their
neighbors, creating a chain of dependencies that stretches the entire
sequence for each label (also known as the Markov assumption).
Despite the attractive qualities of neural network architectures,
building state-of-the-art neural networks is prohibitively expensive.
Luckily, current graphics processing units (GPUs), paired with op-
timized implementations of neural network architectures make it
convenient to train state-of-the-art neural networks. Furthermore,
easy-to-use libraries for wrapping GPU implementations, such as
the Python based TensorFlow [1] (our preferred choice) or Keras [8],
empowers researchers to quickly iterate and build state-of-the-art
neural networks with limited knowledge of GPUs.
The specic contribution of this paper are as follows: we present
how a recurrent neural network, with memory cells, and a condi-
tional random eld can be successfully combined and trained on
secondary protein structure prediction given a sequence of amino
acids and sequence proles. Our results nd that using a CRF im-
proves our baseline model and makes it comparable state-of-the-art
neural networks with much higher parameter count and complex-
ity.
2 RELATEDWORK
The use of deep learning for sequence analysis is not new. Since
the break-through of deep learning methods, which came from the
increase in available data and computational power [16], new and
previously underutilized deep learning methods [3, 4, 13, 23] have
achieved signicant improvements over state-of-the-art methods
within their respective sequential eld. Such as Machine Trans-
lation [4, 30], Speech Recognition [2] and Audio Generation [28].
Tasks in computational biology that ts well into these deep learn-
ing methods have experienced a spill-over, resulting in state-of-the-
art improvements as well [25]. More specically, CRF is a method
originally tested on sequential labeling in natural language pro-
cessing for POS tagging [17], but has later been found useful to
the, mathematically, much similar problem of predicting secondary
protein structures [29]. In our work, we attempt to accomplish a
similar feat. As previous eort in secondary structure prediction has
yet to combine the representational power of RNNs with benets
of modeling the joint probability of the entire sequence.
3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section describes the datasets used, evaluation metric and the
deep learning architecture.
3.1 Dataset
We use four dierent dataset combinations: 1) the CB6133 with the
ocial train, validation and test split, 2-4) the ltered version of the
CB6133 as train and validation set and either the CB513, CASP10
or CASP11 as test set [20, 21, 31] 2.
3.1.1 CB6133. In the CB6133 (non-ltered) dataset 3 we use
the amino acid residues (features [0 : 21)) and sequence proles
(features [35 : 56)) giving a total of 42 input features at each time
step. For labels, we use the secondary structure notation (features
[22 : 30)) at every time step and mask the loss using the NoSeq label
(feature [30]). We train and evaluate on the ocial dataset splits
(training: [0 : 5600), validation: [5877 : 6133), test: [5605 : 5877)).
3.1.2 CB6133 filtered with CB513 & CASP10 & CASP11. For
training and validation, we use the ltered-CB6133 dataset 4 with
the same features as the non-ltered version. As no ocial vali-
dation set is provided we optimized hyperparameters using 256
random samples from the training set. For testing we use CB513 5,
CASP10 and CASP11 6.
3.2 Evaluation
All models are evaluated using tagging accuracy reporting the fol-
lowing scores: 3-class accuracy (Q3; α-helix, β-strand and coil) and
8-class accuracy (Q8; α-helix={G for 310-helix, H for α ′-helix, I for
pi -helix}; β-strand={E for β ′-strand, B for β-bridge} and coil={T for
β-turn, S for high-curvature-loop, L for irregular}) tagging accuracy.
3.3 Our Model
The architecture of the network is dened by three dierent types
of learnable layers and one regularization layer, the fully connected,
the recurrent layer with gated recurrent unit (GRU) memory cells,
a conditional random eld (CRF) layer and a Bernoulli dropout
regularization layer. Below, we describe the dierent layer types
used for our network in more detail.
3.4 Fully Connected
The fully connected layer, also known as a dense layer or a multi
layer perceptron (MLP) [22], is a non-linear transformation of the
previous layer, ` − 1. The rst layer, ` = 0, is considered the input
layer. In our case the input layer is sequence proles and a one-hot
encoding of the amino acid. The standard MLP is dened in the
following linear algebraic operation
z`t = h
`−1
t θ
` + b` , (1)
h`t = a(z`t ) (2)
where hl is the current layer, θ ` is the weight matrix and b` is the
bias used to compute the linear combination of the input; z` . Notice
that we subscript t as this is performed individually for every state
at all time-steps. A non-linear activation function, a(z`) is applied
element-wise to the linear combination of the input, which results
in the next layer; h` .
Most commonly used functions for the element-wise activation
function a(z) includes the Logistic Sigmoid a(z) = 1/(1 + e−z ) and
2http://www.princeton.edu/~jzthree/datasets/ICML2014/
3http://www.princeton.edu/~jzthree/datasets/ICML2014/cullpdb+prole_6133.npy.gz
4http://www.princeton.edu/~jzthree/datasets/ICML2014/cullpdb+prole_6133_ltered.npy.gz
5http://www.princeton.edu/~jzthree/datasets/ICML2014/cb513+prole_split1.npy.gz
6Generously supplied by the authors of [29] and [19] and formatted identically to
CB6133/CB513
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Figure 1: Our proposed model: The biRNN-CRF
the Hyperbolic Tangent a(z) = (ez−e−z )/(ez+e−z ). Non-saturating
functions such as the Rectier Linear Unit (ReLU) a(z) =max(0, z)
(our preferred choice) has become popular as their gradients do not
vanish and it is computationally easier, which makes optimizing
the network faster using stochastic gradient descent [10, 16].
As regularization technique, to avoid overtting, we add Bernoulli
dropouts [27], which is a non-trainable layer. Such that
h` = h`−1  p (3)
where pi ∈ [0, 1] is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution with
chance k for pi = 0 and 1 − k for pi = 1. Most commonly k = 0.5,
which is also the case in our Bernoulli dropout layer. The purpose
of the Bernoulli Dropout is to introduce noise such that the model
becomes less dependent on combinations of specic activations.
3.5 Bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network
A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a type of neural network
layer that repeatedly uses the same weights along a sequence of
data with a prior that the sequence dimension contains a useful
signal [11]. The gated recurrent unit (GRU), which we use, is a type
of computational unit for calculating the hidden representation at
every time step of the RNN. The GRU uses memory cells to better
model long-term dependencies and improve convergence speed.
The GRU is dened as described in Chung, 2014 [9].
r `t = σ (h`−1t W `r + h`t−1U `r + b`r ), (4)
z`t = σ (h`−1t W `z + h`t−1U `z + b`z ), (5)
hˆ`t = tanh(h`−1t W `h + (r  h`t−1)U `h + b`h ), (6)
h`t = (1 − z`t )  h`t−1z`t  hˆ`t (7)
Where σ (z) is the sigmoid function 1/(1 + e−z ), h`−1t is the input
at time t and h`t−1 the hidden state at time t − 1. The RNN with
GRU is only dened in one direction, h`t for t = [1, 2, ...,T ] where
T is sequence length. To utilize information from both directions
we compute the backwards RNN with ht for t = [T ,T − 1, ..., 1]
and h`t being dependent on h`t+1 instead of h
`
t−1. To combined both
directions, we concatenate the hidden states from the forward and
backward pass, such as described by [23], where the hidden states
are aligned with their index, t = [1, 2, ...,T ], such that.
h`t =

−→
h`t←−
h`t
 (8)
where
−→
h`t is the forward pass and
←−
h`t the backwards pass. This is
known as the bi-directional RNN (biRNN).
3.6 Conditional Random Field (CRF)
The CRF is a joint distribution of the labels in the sequence y =
y1, . . . ,yT given the input sequence x = x1, . . . ,xT on the follow-
ing restricted form
p(y |x) = 1
Z (h)
T∏
t=1
expψyt (ht )
T−1∏
t=1
expϕyt ,yt+1 (ht ,ht+1) , (9)
where h = h1, . . . ,hT is the output of the previous hidden layer,
ψt = ψ (ht ) is a linear model which takes ht as input and has the
number of classes C (C = 8 or C = 3 in this paper) outputs, ϕt =
ϕ(ht ,ht+1) is another linear model with C2 real-valued outputs
ψt =Wψht + bψ (10)
ϕt =Wϕ
[
ht
ht+1
]
+ bϕ (11)
and Z (h) is the normalization constant of the distribution. Due
to the chain structure, inference can be carried out exactly using
dynamic programming in O(TC2) [5]. During training where (x ,y)
is observed we need to compute Z (h) for each training sequence
as part of the likelihood p(y |x). During prediction where only x
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Table 1: Q8 accuracy on: CullPDB, CB513, CASP10, CASP11.
Methods Q8(%)CullPDB CB513 CASP10 CASP11
Single Model
GSN 72.1 66.4 N/A N/A
DCRNN N/A 69.4 N/A N/A
Deep Multi-Scale CNN N/A 70.0 N/A N/A
biRNN (ours)∗∗ µ=72.5, σ=0.15 µ=68.5, σ=0.12 µ=72.8, σ=0.23 µ=70.1, σ=0.32
biRNN-CRF (ours)∗∗ µ=73.4, σ=0.13 µ=69.4, σ=0.16 µ=73.5, σ=0.38 µ=70.8, σ=0.33
Ensemble
DeepCNF N/A∗ 68.3 71.8 72.3
DCRNN 73.2 69.7 76.9 73.1
Deep Multi-Scale CNN N/A 70.6 N/A N/A
biRNN-CRF (ours)∗∗∗ 74.6 70.8 74.7 72.2
biRNN-CRF (ours)∗∗∗∗ 74.8 70.9 74.9 72.4
Table 2: Q3 accuracy on: CullPDB, CB513, CASP10, CASP11.
Methods Q3(%)CullPDB CB513 CASP10 CASP11
Single Model
biRNN (ours)∗∗ µ=83.6, σ=0.14 µ=81.8, σ=0.13 µ=84.1, σ=0.20 µ=81.3, σ=0.28
biRNN-CRF (ours)∗∗ µ=84.2, σ=0.13 µ=82.2, σ=0.16 µ=84.2, σ=0.29 µ=81.7, σ=0.25
Ensemble
DeepCNF N/A∗ 82.3 84.4 84.7
DCRNN N/A 84.0 87.8 85.3
biRNN-CRF (ours)∗∗∗ 85.0 83.2 85.0 83.2
biRNN-CRF (ours)∗∗∗∗ 85.0 83.3 85.2 82.8
is observed we can calculate either the most probably sequence
argmaxy p(y |x) (using the Viterbi decoding algorithm) or the mar-
ginal probabilities p(yt |x), t = 1, . . . ,T . In all our reported results,
we use the maximum marginal probability prediction since this
gives the smallest expected element-wise error [5]. Viterbi decoding
is relevant when the objective is the lowest possible sequence-wise
prediction error.
The most straight forward alternative to the CRF is an auto-
regressive model:
p(y |x) = p(y1 |x)
T∏
t=2
p(yt |y1, . . . ,yt−1,x) (12)
which can be implemented by replacing the CRF layer in gure g-
ure 1 with T independent C-dimensional softmax units and adding
yt−1 as an extra dimension to
−→
ht . The disadvantage of this model
compared to the CRF is two-fold: 1) computing the most proba-
ble sequences and marginals have exponential complexity in the
sequence length and 2) predictions are slow because we need to
recompute a large part of the model at each time step.
3.7 Architecture and details of learning
As depicted in gure 1 the network contains ve layers. The rst
layer is a fully connected layer, the second is a bi-directional RNN
with GRU memory cells. The third layer is a dropout layer, the
fourth is a fully connected layer and the fth is a conditional random
eld layer that provides the conditional probability of the 8-way
classication problem. Note that the input has a skip connection to
the bidirectional RNN. Both of the fully connected layers have 200
hidden units each and use ReLU as their activation function. Both
of the recurrent GRU layers have 400 hidden units each. To train
the model we minimize the loss which is the negative log likelihood
of the model parameters collectively denoted by θ over a training
set (X ,Y ) of n paired input and output sequencesX = x (1), . . . ,x (n)
and Y = y(1), . . . ,y(n):
Lossθ (X,Y) = −
∑
(x,y)∈(X,Y)
log p(y|x,θ ) . (13)
We train our model with the rst order method: stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) with mini batches of size 64. SGD works by utilizing
chain ruling to take the partial derivative of the loss function with
respect to each weight vector in the network, and use the derivative
to update the weights. We use a version of SGD known as Adam [15]
with default parameters and a learning rate of 1e − 3. Adam uses
historic information to adapt the learning rate for every parameter
while training. To avoid exploding gradients [11] we normalize and
clip the gradients if its norm exceeds a threshold of 1. We train our
neural network on an Nvidia GeForce GTX Titan X GPU using the
python built TensorFlow library [1] to compile to CUDA (a GPU
interpretable language).
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Table 3: Recall and precision of biRNN-CRF∗∗∗∗, DeepCNF ensemble and GSN on the CB6133 dataset. SS8 label corresponds to
the eight secondary protein structure labels as described in section 3.2
SS8 label Recall PrecisionbiRNN-CRF DCRNN GSN biRNN-CRF DCRNN GSN
L 0.672 0.662 0.633 0.606 0.589 0.541
B 0.099 0.049 0.001 0.614 0.596 0.500
E 0.853 0.862 0.823 0.803 0.792 0.748
G 0.343 0.311 0.133 0.530 0.434 0.496
I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
H 0.936 0.927 0.935 0.878 0.878 0.828
S 0.288 0.275 0.159 0.537 0.518 0.423
T 0.604 0.572 0.506 0.589 0.577 0.548
Table 4: Recall and precision of biRNN-CRF∗∗∗∗ and DeepCNF ensemble on the CB513 dataset.
SS8 label Recall PrecisionbiRNN-CRF DeepCNF biRNN-CRF DeepCNF
L 0.657 0.657 0.597 0.571
B 0.042 0.026 0.515 0.433
E 0.835 0.833 0.760 0.748
G 0.348 0.260 0.456 0.490
I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
H 0.931 0.904 0.847 0.849
S 0.265 0.255 0.549 0.487
T 0.554 0.528 0.557 0.53
4 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the Q3 and Q8 performance of our neural network
(biRNN-CRF) on the four datasets CB6133 train/val/test, CB6133
ltered with either CB513, CASP10 or CASP11 as test set (elaborated
in section 3.1). The Q3 and Q8 accuracy is elaborated in section 3.2.
On the Q8 problem we further supply recall and precision for
the CB6133 and the CB6133 ltered + CB513 dataset.
We compute the Q3 for our models by summing over our predic-
tions from the Q8 into their respective Q3 classes: helix (H), strand
(E) and coil (C).
The deep learning models we benchmark against are the GSN [31],
DeepCNF [29], DCRNN [19] and the Deep Multi-Scale CNN [6].
4.1 Training details
We train two dierent type of models, the biRNN-CRF as illustrated
in gure 1 and the biRNN, which is the exact same setup as the
biRNN-CRF, but using the sequence independent cross entropy
instead of the CRF layer and loss function.
We train 10 models for both the biRNN and biRNN-CRF to calcu-
late single model mean/standard deviation as well as ensembles. All
models are trained with the same setup, only seed for initializing
weights dier. We use early stopping, based on the validation set,
to pick the optimal set of weights.
4.2 Results
In single model performance, the biRNN-CRF outperforms the base-
line biRNN using cross entropy across all datasets with between
0.1-0.9%, as shown in table 1 and table 2. In our benchmark against
state-of-the-art models using deep learning methods, our model
achieves a new state-of-the-art performances on the CB6133 Q8:
74.8%(+1.6%), CB513 Q8: 70.9%(+0.3%) and we also achieve 85.0%
on CB6133 Q3. Since we have not found any previously published
results using deep learning methods on the CB6133 Q3 dataset we
assume that it is also state-of-the-art. However, on the CASP10 and
CASP11 datasets the DCRNN model signicantly outperforms ours.
Furthermore, precision and recall for the CB6133 and CB513
is illustrated in table 3 and table 4. Here we nd that our ensem-
ble model outperforms or equals most previously published deep
learning models.
4.3 Notes on models and ensemble
Not all previously published work we use for comparison has pro-
vided single model and ensemble results for all datasets. Because of
such, we either supply a N/A if one or more results are missing or
leave out the method from the table if all results are missing. ∗ The
DeepCNF article uses a dierent test set than the ocial for their
CB6133 results. ∗∗ Mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ , are based on
our 10 trained models as described in section 4.1. As there is not
a single adopted way of ensembling models within the secondary
protein structure literature, we employ our own ensembling strat-
egy. Our ensemble is based on averaging predictions from our 10
trained models used for ∗∗. For the ∗∗∗ ensemble, we sample the
weights from the best performing epoch, based on the validation
set. The ∗∗∗∗ ensemble is the same as ∗∗∗, but samples the top three
weights instead of top one to reduce variance in predictions from
each model.
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5 DISCUSSION
Our results show that the bi-directional recurrent neural network
with a conditional random eld (biRNN-CRF) can perform on pair
with vastly more advanced architectures. The biRNN model can
be seen as a Spartan version of the DCRNN [19] ,which makes
the DCRNN interesting for comparison. The biRNN has about a
quarter of the parameters of the DCRNN (1.7 million vs. >6 million),
no cascading convolutions, only one RNN layer and no multi-task
training. Increasing depth and network size has in recent literature
proven successful strategy [12], which might point to why our
baseline (biRNN) is trailing the DCRNN. However, as we add the
CRF layer we close the gap between the models. This result might
indicate that the temporal benets of a recurrent neural network
with the conditioning power of a CRF is helpful when tackling
sequential problems in computational biology. Moreover, there is
no reason to conclude that the benets obtained from the depth and
capacity of the DCRNN are mutually exclusive with the benets
from the CRF layer. However, we will leave combining deep models
for secondary protein structure prediction with a CRF layer for
future research.
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